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Abstract
Due to ubiquitous use of organophosphate esters (OPEs) as flame retardants and
plasticizers, they have been found at high concentrations in a variety of environmental
media while having low or non-detectable levels in biota, including fish. The exposure and
fate of OPEs in fish depends on understanding the toxicokinetics, though studies on OPE
metabolism are lacking. A model in vitro microsomal-based metabolism assay for rainbow
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) was utilized to investigate OPE metabolism. Metabolic
depletion was only noted for 2 alkyl OPEs and formation of corresponding diester
metabolites was low, indicating other unidentified metabolites were formed. Comparison
with avian and mammalian models showed fish generally had slower and less complete
metabolism, illustrating species-specific differences in biotransformation. Structure also
influenced OPE metabolism in that bulky, aryl OPEs were not metabolized. These results
provide important information of toxicokinetic processes that can affect the exposure and
fate of OPEs in rainbow trout.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
1.1

Flame Retardant Chemicals and Organophosphate Esters
In today’s homes and public spaces, flammability concerns are well warranted.

Increased use of plastics, foams, synthetic fiber-base fillings, and electronics bring an
increased risk of fire as many of these polymers can be highly flammable. Industry
flammability standards, such as California’s Technical Bulletin 117, were implemented in
an effort to reduce fires and increase average escape time (US EPA, 2007) and, as a result,
production and use of flame retardants has become common practice to meet flammability
standards in various consumer goods, textiles, furniture, electronics, and plastics.
Introduction of and subsequent amendments to the Stockholm Convention Annex
A list of Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) have resulted in restriction of multiple flame
retardant chemicals, including hexabromocyclododecane (HBCDD), polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), and some polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) due to concerns
regarding bioaccumulation and persistence in the environment and potential hazardous
health effects. As brominated flame retardants, especially penta-, octa-, and deca-BDEs,
are phased out across the world, there has been a concerted effort to find alternatives that
are effective from both a cost and performance basis (United Nations Environment
Programme, 2017). Consequently, the use of organophosphate esters (OPEs) serving as
industrial lubricants, plasticizers, and flame retardants has increased significantly (van der
Veen & de Boer, 2012). In 2015, worldwide consumption of flame retardants reached a
volume of 2.49 million tons with growth expected to exceed 4.0 million tons by 2025 at a
market value of $11.96 billion USD (Freedonia, 2017). Market volume of OPEs reached
620,000 tons in 2013, accounting for 30% of the global total and in 2015, OPEs surpassed
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brominated flame retardants in market size (Freedonia, 2017; Sühring et al., 2016). With
such market growth comes the need for toxicological data to ensure regrettable
substitutions are avoided.
OPEs are composed of a central phosphate molecular group with ester linkages that
can be halogenated, alkylated, or arylated (van der Veen & de Boer, 2012) (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 General structures of organophosphate triesters and organophosphate diesters. R
indicates a given hydrocarbon substituent.

OPEs used as additives to industrial and consumer products are not chemically bound. The
specific mechanism of flame retardancy varies based on composition: the phosphorus
interferes with the combustion process by physically insulating available fuel sources with
a fire-resisting char layer, and halogen containing OPEs interact with the gas phase of the
fire cycle trapping free radicals and interrupting the chemical chain reaction leading to
flame formation (van der Veen & de Boer, 2012). OP diesters share similar structure with
the exception that one of the alkyl ester groups is replaced by a hydroxyl group, creating a
phosphoric acid.
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1.1.1

Physicochemical Properties
Because of the variety of potential ester linkages, OPEs have a wide range of

physical and chemical properties (Table 1). Octanol-water partition coefficients (log KOW)
for OPEs have a broad range, though most currently used OPEs have log KOW values
between 1 and 5, indicating lipophilic tendencies (Chu & Letcher, 2015; Yadav et al.,
2018). Size and polarity also have a role in determining the physicochemical properties of
OPEs. Generally, solubility decreases with increasing molecular weight, with the exception
of halogenated OPEs where no relationship has been observed. Additionally, as molecular
weight increases, log KOW values also increase (van der Veen & de Boer, 2012). Recently,
it was demonstrated (Wang et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2018b) that successful OPE removal
from water can be done via adsorption to powdered activated carbon (PAC), shedding light
on interfacial behavior of common OPEs in aquatic environments where molecular size
and hydrophobicity greatly influence the sorption rate. In aqueous solutions, OPEs are
generally stable beyond pH 11, and base-catalysed hydrolysis of OP triesters results in the
formation of OP diesters (Su et al., 2016a). OPE stability in basic solutions is dependent
on substituent groups with alkyl moieties being the most stable followed by chlorinated
alkyl moieties and lastly aryl moieties. Additionally, mineral-catalyzed hydrolysis of OPEs
has been demonstrated with Fe(III) hydroxide, suggesting that such reactions may be
widespread in Fe-rich soils (Fang et al., 2018).
Several studies have demonstrated microbial degradation of OPEs. In heatsterilized samples of water from the Mississippi river, no degradation or loss of OPEs was
detected, but complete degradation of OPE occurred within 7 days in untreated samples
(Saeger et al., 1979). OPE degradation has also been documented in sewage sludge samples
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and seawater, demonstrating that OPEs can be used as a source of phosphorus under
limiting conditions (Pang et al., 2018; Vila-Costa et al., 2019). The biodegradability of
individual OPEs is dependent on physicochemical properties. In alkyl OPEs, potential for
biodegradation decreases with chain length as does increasing the size and number of
substituents on the phenyl rings of aryl OPEs. Halogenated OPEs are often less
biodegradable than nonhalogenated analogues, potentially a result of steric hindrance
where a larger leaving group sterically inhibits nucleophilic attack of the P center (Fang et
al., 2018).
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Table 1.1 Summary of key physicochemical characteristics describing some current - use
organophosphate triesters and diesters for the present study. Log KOW values denoted with * are
predictions from Chemspider, all other values are from ChemIDplus.
Abbreviation

OPE

CAS Number

Molar Mass
(g/mol)

Log KOW

Water
Solubility
(mg/L @ 25℃)

TPHP

Triphenyl phosphate

115-86-6

326.3

4.59

1.9

DPHP

Diphenyl phosphate

838-85-7

250.2

2.88

82.4

TNBP

tri-n-butyl phosphate

126-73-8

266.3

4

280

DNBP

di-n-butyl phosphate

107-66-4

210.2

2.29

1.72E+04

78-51-3

398.4731

3.75

1100

–

297.3*

2.22*

–

13674-87-8

430.9

3.65

7

72236-72-7

319.935

2.18*

130*

78-42-2

434.6

9.49

0.6

298-07-7

322.4

6.07

182

78-40-0

182.1545

0.8

5.00E+05

78-33-1

494.608

10.43*

9.616E-07*

TBOEP

BBOEP

TDCIPP

BDCIPP

TEHP

DEHP

TEP

TTBPP

tris(2-butoxyethyl)
phosphate

bis(2-butoxyethyl)
phosphate

tris(1,3-dichloro-2propyl) phosphate
bis(1,3-dichloro-2propyl) phosphate
tris(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphate
di(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphate
Triethyl phosphate
tris(p-tert-butylphenyl)
phosphate
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1.1.2

Qualitative and Quantitative Analytical Determination of OPEs in

Biological Matrices
In the last decade, advancements in analytical technology have resulted in the
development of a variety of analytical methods for detecting OP triesters, OP diesters, and
other OPE metabolites. Early methods of OP triester quantification relied on gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to analyze biota samples of muscle and liver
as well as human plasma and urine (Evenset et al., 2009; Schindler et al., 2009; Shah et al.,
2006). This method of analysis, especially for biota samples, resulted in fairly high limits
of detection (LOD), leading to the development of methods using liquid chromatography
– tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) (Chu et al., 2011; Chu & Letcher, 2015; Su et
al., 2014a; Van den Eede et al., 2013a). The transition to LC-MS/MS is logical given that
aqueous samples can be injected directly without the need for analyte transfer into an
organic solvent, method limits of quantification (MLOQ) tend to be lower, and that more
polar compounds such as OP diesters and other metabolites are able to be detected
(Quintana et al., 2008a). Interest in the quantification of OP triesters has increased over the
last ten years and new methods have emerged to qualify and quantify OPE metabolites in
biological samples (Alves et al., 2017; Bastiaensen et al., 2018; Chu et al., 2011; Chu &
Letcher, 2015; 2018). The method developed by Chu et al. (2011) for quantification of five
OP diesters using LC-MS/MS was used to analyze in vitro Phase I metabolism of tris(1,3dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate (TDCIPP) and formation by dealkylation of its diester
bis(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate (BDCIPP) in Wistar Han rat liver microsomes. LCquadrupole-time-of-flight-MS/MS was used after in vitro incubation of five OPEs with
human microsomal and S9 liver fractions to identify metabolites (Van den Eede et al.,
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2013a). OP diesters were first quantified in biota tissue samples by Su et al. (2014a) using
accelerated solvent extraction, followed by weak anion exchange solid phase extraction
and HPLC-MS/MS analysis. Very recently, methods have been developed to detect and
quantify OP diesters in human samples including hair, nails, and urine, showing potential
methods for monitoring human exposure to OPEs (Alves et al., 2017; Carignan et al., 2017;
Kosarac et al., 2016). Analytical procedures are also being developed to detect
hydroxylated OPEs, another class of OPE metabolite where knowledge regarding
distribution in biota and the environment is extremely limited (Bastiaensen et al., 2018;
Chu & Letcher, 2018). However, human biomonitoring data on hydroxylated OPEs remain
scarce as current analytical methods tend to focus on OP diesters and obtaining analytical
standards for hydroxylated metabolism is difficult. The recent development of a green
method to determine OPEs in airborne particulate matter demonstrates a push for science
that is both eco-friendly and effective (Naccarato et al., 2018). The method uses a
hydroalcoholic mixture for microwave-assisted extraction, has no clean-up step and detects
OPEs bound to particulate matter at sub-ng/m3 levels.

1.2
1.2.1

Fate of OPEs
Distribution in the Environment
OPEs, as additives to industrial and consumer products, are not chemically bound,

resulting in potential for release into the environment during production, use, or disposal
of products containing OPEs (World Health Organization, 1998). Once OPEs are emitted,
they can settle in a variety of environmental compartments based on the wide range of
physicochemical properties of OPEs Once OPEs are emitted, they can reach remote areas
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by infiltration, deposition, and washout (Andresen et al., 2004; Bacaloni et al., 2008;
Schreder & La Guardia, 2014; Takimoto et al., 1999). Recent global distribution of OPEs
in the atmosphere has been assessed using polyurethane foam disk passive air samples,
deployed during 2014 in the Global Atmospheric Passive Sampling (GAPS) Network.
OPEs were detected at every GAPS site, with ∑18OPEs ranging from 69 to 7770 pg/m3,
tris(2-chloroisopropyl) phosphate (TCIPP), tris(chloroethyl) phosphate (TCEP), triphenyl
phosphate (TPHP), and tris(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate (TBOEP) dominating (Rauert et al.,
2018). In contrast, mean concentrations of PBDEs were low, with ∑14PBDEs ranging from
0.097 to 93 pg/m3. It is logical that OPE concentrations are reported on average 1-3 orders
of magnitude higher than PBDE concentrations given that some OPEs such as TPHP and
TDCIPP are used in products to replace PBDEs which are being phased out via the
Stockholm Convention (Salamova et al., 2013; Salamova et al., 2014a; Shoeib et al., 2014;
Wong et al., 2018).
Multiple studies have found urban areas to have high atmospheric concentrations
of OPEs. Salamova et al. (2013) measured atmospheric concentrations of 12 OPEs in the
particle phase for air samples taken from 5 different sites around the Laurentian Great
Lakes. Total OPE atmospheric concentrations ranged from 120 to 2,100 pg/m3. Urban sites
such as Chicago and Cleveland had higher ∑OPE concentrations that were predominated
by chlorinated OPEs such as TCEP, TCIPP, and TDCIPP (∑OPE ranged from 1,500 to
2,100 pg/m3), whereas nonhalogenated OPEs were dominant at rural sites (∑OPE ranged
from 120 to 340 pg/m3). Similarly, Clark et al. (2017) found statistically significant
differences in ∑OPE atmospheric concentrations in urban, suburban, and industrial sites in
Houston and Fabiańska et al., (2019) found total OPE concentrations in ambient air
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particulate are directly related to traffic density in urban centers in Poland, resulting in
residential areas and villages having lower OPE exposure. Comparable trends have also
been noted in outdoor air and particulate matter from Turkey, Canada, Pakistan, Germany,
China, and most recently, Tunisia (Castro-Jiménez & Sempéré, 2018; Faiz et al., 2018;
Kurt-Karakus et al., 2018; Saini et al., 2019; Shoeib et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhou
et al., 2017).
In addition to being detected in urban locations that are close to industrial processes,
OPEs have been found in air as far away as the Arctic and Antarctic, implying potential
for long-range atmospheric transport. Particle phase atmospheric samples from Resolute
Bay, Svalbard, the North Atlantic and Canadian Arctic have detected OPEs at levels
ranging from 35 – 343 pg/m3, where chlorinated OPEs are most abundant (Li et al., 2017;
McDonough et al., 2018; Salamova et al., 2014a; Sühring et al., 2016). OPEs have also
been determined in water (<DL to 4400 pg/L), ocean sediments (159 to 4,658 pg/g dry
weight (dw)), and snow (4,356 to 10,561 pg/L) suggesting long-range transport as a major
source pathway to these remote locations (Li et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017; McDonough et
al., 2018). OPE levels are consistently shown to be significantly higher than PBDE levels,
which when combined with the knowledge of OPE particle phase lifetimes (3.5 – 14 days)
imply that OPEs can persist in the atmosphere and undergo long-range transport (Liu et al.,
2014).
Because electronics, textiles, and other consumer products have OPEs added to
them, it has been demonstrated that indoor environments tend to have high levels of OPEs.
Numerous studies have emerged in recent years demonstrating changing OPE
concentrations in house dust in response to the phase out of PBDEs, consistently finding
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that OPE concentrations in dust and air are on the rise (Dodson et al., 2012, 2017; Persson
et al., 2018; Stapleton et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2018). TBOEP, TCIPP, TDCIPP, and TPHP
are commonly detected at µg/g levels, some reaching mg/g levels, though whether
chlorinated or alkylated OPEs dominate is dependent on a variety of factors including
furnishings in the room and the use of certain floor polishes (Guo et al., 2019; Liu &
Mabury, 2018; Persson et al., 2018; Rantakokko et al., 2019; Tao et al., 2019). Offices, nail
salons, vehicles, and automobile parts shops are frequently shown to have higher OPE
levels than residential buildings, due in part to a higher presence of OPE-laden electronics
and OPE-containing chemicals (Ali et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2019; Carignan et al., 2013;
Christia et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Mendelsohn et al., 2016; Zhou & Püttmann, 2019).
Recent measurements in the soil and indoor dust from a rural village in Nepal demonstrate
the pervasiveness of OPEs, as the concentration of ∑8OPEs measured in soil ranged from
65 to 27,500 ng/g dw and ∑8OPEs in indoor dust ranged from 203 to 240,000 ng/g (Yadav
et al., 2018; Yadav et al., 2019). Median concentrations of OPEs indoors are shown to be
1-2 orders of magnitude higher than outdoor air and given that indoor dust serves as a
relevant exposure pathway for humans, especially toddlers who ingest greater quantities of
dust than adults because of increased hand-to-mouth activity and closer proximity to floors;
this raises concerns regarding human exposure to OPEs (He et al., 2019; T. Shoeib et al.,
2019; Wong et al., 2018).
The extensive use of OPEs as plasticizers and flame retardants in electronics and
common household items presents a prominent point source in the form of electronic waste
(e-waste) recycling sites. Studies have reported high OPE concentrations in indoor dust
(560 to 70,000 ng/g) and air particulate matter (28.6 to 72.6 µg/m3) in e-waste workshops
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in China (Guo et al., 2019; He et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015). OPEs have also been found
in outdoor environmental samples surrounding Chinese e-waste recycling facilities
including fine particulate matter (775 to 13,823 pg/m3), soil (122 to 2,100 ng/g), and river
sediment (6,010 – 2,120,000 ng/g) (Li et al., 2019; T. Wang et al., 2018; Y. Wang et al.,
2018). Among the OPEs analyzed, TCIPP and TPHP were the dominating species. For the
first time, Ren et al. (2019) studied environmental media surrounding an OPE
manufacturing site in Hengshui, China that included sediment, water, surface soils, and
tree bark. TCEP, TCIPP and TPHP were the main OPEs detected with ∑OPEs ranging
from 340 to 270,000 µg/kg dw, 7,100 to 33,000 ng/L, N.D. to 14,000 ng/kg dw and 5,300
to 19,000 ng/g lipid weight in sediments, water, soil, and tree bark, respectively. Sediments
and water surrounding OPE manufacturing and recycling plants in Hengshui, and Guiyu
contained some of the highest TCIPP, TCEP, and TPHP concentrations reported in the
world to date (Li et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). These data suggest that e-waste recycling
activities are important sources of OPEs to the environment.
In addition to e-waste recycling facilities, wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs)
are an area of concern regarding OPEs. OPEs have been reported in WWTP influents,
effluents, and sewage sludge in the United States, China, Europe, Australia, and Canada
(Hao et al., 2018; Lettieri et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2015; Pang et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2019). TBOEP, TCEP, TCIPP and TNBP are the most frequent and abundant OPEs
reported in influent and effluent from WWTPs. Chlorinated OPEs are routinely detected in
effluent, indicating difficulty removing them during the treatment process, while some
alkylated OPEs like TBOEP, show an affinity to sludge (Lettieri et al., 2013; Quintana et
al., 2008b; Tang et al., 2019). Primary sources for OPEs entering WWTPs may include
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road run-off and laundry wastewater as a result of household dust accumulating on textiles
and transferring to laundry water (Fabiańska et al., 2019; Saini et al., 2016; Schreder & La
Guardia, 2014).
As OPE presence in wastewater effluent has been demonstrated, it is not surprising
that OPE levels are a common contaminant found in aquatic environments throughout the
world. As with WWTPs, the most frequently detected OPEs in surface water are TBOEP,
TCEP, TCIPP, and TNBP (Pantelaki & Voutsa, 2019). Concentrations in surface water
have a wide range that is dependent on urban and industrial activities in their catchment
area. Remote areas such as the Fram Strait in the Arctic had concentrations of chlorinated
OPEs ranging from <DL to 4,400 pg/L and rural portions of the Yangtze River in China
had total OPE concentrations range from 24.5 to 68.0 ng/L (He et al., 2019; McDonough
et al., 2018). Water sources in urban and highly industrialized areas such as Beijing and
Seoul have higher levels of OPEs (3.24 to 10,945 ng/L and 28.3 to 16,000 ng/L,
respectively) with TCIPP and TCEP consistently being present at highest concentrations
(TCIPP mean values 291 ng/L and 211 ng/L; TCEP mean values 219 ng/L and 255 ng/L,
respectively) (Lee et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2016).

1.2.2

Distribution in Biota
Despite a considerable number of studies that have examined OPE levels in abiotic

compartments, knowledge on OPE concentrations in biota remains scant and almost
entirely focuses on OPE triesters rather than diesters and other metabolites. Additionally
OPE levels in air, water and sediment throughout the world are high while OPE levels in
biota are very low or non-detectable. Total OPE concentrations in biota (including in fish)
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range from sub ng/g lipid weight (lw) to 1,000s ng/g lw, with the most frequently detected
OPEs being tris(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEHP), TBOEP, TCIPP, TCEP, and TPHP
(Greaves et al., 2016a; McGoldrick et al., 2014; Sundkvist et al., 2010). Avian studies have
reported OPEs at low or non-detectable levels in a variety of species including peregrine
falcon nestlings (Falco peregrinus), white-tailed sea eagle nestlings (Haliaeetus albicilla),
kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla), common eider (Somateria mollissima), herring gull (Larus
argentatus), cinereous vulture (Aegypius monachus), glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreous),
and European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) (Eulaers et al., 2014; Evenset et al., 2009; Fernie
et al., 2017; Greaves et al., 2016a; Lu et al., 2017; Monclús et al., 2018; Stubbings et al.,
2018; Su et al., 2015a; Verreault et al., 2018). Moreover, OP diesters and parent triesters
have been analyzed in bald eagle (Halieetus leucocephalus) and herring gull eggs
(Stubbings et al., 2018; Su et al., 2014b). Reported diester concentrations varied, indicating
metabolic rate depends on the structure of the OP triester.
In addition to birds, a large proportion of studies addressing OPE concentrations in
biota are focused on fish. Multiple food web studies throughout the world consistently find
low to moderate levels of OPEs in fish with low bioaccumulation and no biomagnification
potential as well as higher OPE concentrations in benthic fish versus pelagic fish
(Brandsma et al., 2015; Greaves et al., 2016a; Hou et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2011; Zhao et
al., 2018). Hou et al. (2017) collected topmouth gudgeon (Pseudorasbora parva), crucian
carp (Carassius carassius), and loach (Misgurnus anguillicaudatus) samples from urban
water sources in Beijing to measure OP triesters and their paired diesters. In whole-body
homogenates, ∑OPEs ranged from 264.7 to 1,973 ng/g lw while ∑OP diesters ranged from
35.3 to 540 ng/g lw. Metabolite/parent ratios were calculated, of which BBOEP/TBOEP
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was the highest. Comparable OPE concentrations have also been reported in multiple
species of fish from Manila Bay in the Philippines and the Pearl River Delta in southern
China (Kim et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2013). Furthermore, in an analysis of OPEs in the Lake
Erie and Lake Ontario food web TBOEP was the only quantifiable OPE in lake trout
(Salvelinus namaycush) (1.34 ng/g ww mean concentration), walleye (Sander vitreus)
(3.17 ng/g ww), and several prey fish including rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax) (2.64
ng/g ww), and slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus) (3.52 ng/g ww) (Greaves et al., 2016a).
Mysis and plankton samples contained TPHP, TDCIPP, and TNBP, though these samples
commonly contain more water than fish samples. It has been shown that bioaccumulation
of OPEs in aquatic organisms is controlled both by their hydrophobicity as well as exposure
pathways and accumulation mechanisms of the individual organism (Wang et al., 2019).
This complexity, compounded with a dearth of knowledge on fate and biotransformation
of OPEs, highlights the need for further study regarding toxicokinetics in aquatic biota.
The past two years have seen an increase in studies reporting OP triesters and
diesters in humans, especially in children due to concerns regarding higher exposure from
increased hand-to-mouth activity. Though OPEs have not been detected in blood samples,
TNBP (10 to 57 ng/g lw) and TCIPP (22 to 82 ng/g lw) were detected in breast milk
samples from Sweden (Qiao et al., 2016; Sundkvist et al., 2010). Comparatively, breast
milk samples from Japan (∑OPEs ranged 0.32 to 177 ng/g lw), the Philippines (∑OPEs
ranged 11 to 600 ng/g lw), and Vietnam (∑OPEs ranged n.d. to 48 ng/g lw) were dominated
by TCEP and TPHP. OPE metabolites are increasingly used as exposure biomarkers and
have been detected in hair, nail, and urine samples from people living around the world
(Guo et al., 2012; Hoffman et al., 2017a; Ospina et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2016; Zhang et
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al., 2018).

1.3
1.3.1

Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion (ADME)
Absorption, Distribution, Excretion
General information on the absorption, distribution, and excretion of OPEs in the

body is sparse. Multiple routes of exposure have been identified including inhalation, dust
ingestion, dermal absorption, and dietary intake (Abou-Elwafa Abdallah et al., 2016; Bello
et al., 2018; Cequier et al., 2015; He et al., 2018; Schreder et al., 2016). There is additional
concern regarding chronic occupational exposure to compounds containing OPEs given
the lack of knowledge on transformation and chronic toxicity of OPEs in humans (Bello et
al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2017a). Zebrafish (Danio rerio) exposed to environmentally
relevant concentrations of deuterated TPHP (d15-TPHP) for 19 days resulted in some
interesting partitioning (Wang et al., 2016). The intestine contained the highest d15-TPHP
concentration (3.12 ± 0.43 µg/g ww) followed by the gills (2.76 ± 0.12 µg/g ww), brain
(2.58 ± 0.19 µg/g ww), liver (2.30 ± 0.34 µg/g ww), and muscle (0.53 ± 0.04 µg/g ww).
Seven metabolites were identified, with d10-DPHP detected in the liver and intestine up to
3.0 – 3.5 times higher than concentrations of d15-TPHP. The gills and intestine accumulated
more TPHP than what was predicted based on lipid contents, likely due to accumulating
TPHP from direct contact with suspended particles. Also, d15-TPHP was detected in the
brain but metabolites were not, indicating TPHP could cross the blood-brain barrier but
metabolites may be rapidly conjugated with sulfate, glucuronide, or glutathione and thus
not be present in the brain. This study was then expanded to include TCEP, tripropyl
phosphate (TPP), TNBP, TBOEP, TCIPP, tri-p-cresyl phosphate (TCP), finding that
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bioaccumulation of OPEs varied among tissues (Wang et al., 2017). The lowest
concentrations of OPEs were in the muscle and the highest concentrations for TPP and
TCEP were in the liver. High levels of TDCIPP, TPHP, and TCP were observed in roe,
indicating a potential for OPE transfer to offspring. Biotransformation of OPEs with aryl
moieties (TCP & TPHP) and polychlorinated alkyl moieties (TDCIPP) has more
significant impacts on accumulation than OPEs with short chain alkyl moieties. Diester
metabolites BDCIPP and DPHP were found approximately 1.2 and 2.0 times higher than
parent OPEs in the liver and were also detected in the water at levels 1/3 to 1/4 that of
parent OPEs. While the partition process between tissues and blood was the dominant
process for OPE accumulation, biotransformation was another important factor affecting
the accumulation of some OPEs. The distribution of OPEs in the intestine and liver imply
the hepatobiliary system (liver-bile-intestine) is a relevant compartment for the metabolism
and excretion of OPEs in zebrafish (Wang et al., 2017).

1.3.2

Metabolism
As with biomonitoring studies, the number of in vitro and in vivo OPE metabolism

studies has increased in recent years, though it still remains limited. Early metabolism
studies in rat liver microsomes generally found that OPEs undergo rapid metabolism with
TNBP metabolized the fastest followed by TPHP, then TDCIPP, and TCEP showed
minimal degradation (Sasaki et al., 1984). Since the 1980s, no published literature could
be found on the metabolism of OPEs until this decade. More recently, herring gull liver
microsomes were found to metabolize a suite of OPEs in the following order: TNBP >
TBOEP > TCIPP > TPHP > TDCIPP, with no degradation of triethyl phosphate (TEP)
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(Greaves et al., 2016b). The VMAX (reaction rate when the enzyme system is fully saturated)
varied for each OPE, though all were 1 – 2 orders of magnitude less than VMAX values for
TCIPP metabolized in human liver microsomes (1,470 ± 110 pmol/min/mg protein) as well
as TBOEP and TNBP metabolized in crucian carp liver microsomes (462.9 ± 56.8
pmol/min/mg protein and 586.9 ± 179.5 pmol/min/mg protein, respectively) (Greaves et
al., 2016b; Hou et al., 2018; Van den Eede et al., 2015, 2016a). The variation among these
studies suggest that hepatic metabolism rates are both structure – dependent and vary
among different species.
Mass balance is important to consider when determining OP triester depletion. In
ringed seal (Pusa hispida), polar bear (Ursus maritimus), and herring gull microsomes
diester formation for TEHP, TNBP, and TBOEP did not account for 100% of parent triester
depletion, nor was TDCIPP completely converted to BDCIPP during an in ovo metabolism
study in Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica) suggesting that there are additional pathways
responsible for OPE metabolism (Briels et al., 2018; Strobel et al., 2018a; Greaves et al.,
2016b). Other studies have identified a variety of OPE Phase I and Phase II metabolites
including OP diesters, hydroxylated OP triesters, hydroxylated OP diesters, and glucuronic
acid conjugated metabolites that form after hydroxylation (Wang et al., 2017). Su et al.
(2014a) used chicken embryonic hepatocytes to show that 0.2% of the initial concentration
of TPHP remained after 36 hours, where DPHP accounted for only 17% of TPHP
metabolized. A subsequent study determined Phase I hydroxylation and Phase II
conjugation metabolic pathways were just as relevant as diester formation when para-OHTPHP accounted for 60% of TPHP dosed, which is primarily conjugated with glucuronic
acid (Su et al., 2015b). Hydroxylated metabolites were also identified for TNBP in rat liver
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microsomes as TNBP-OH, which was further metabolized to TNBP-(OH)2 and DNBP
(Sasaki et al., 1984). In human liver S9 fraction and microsomes, metabolites of TDCIPP,
TCIPP, TCEP, and TPHP were examined. BDCIPP and DPHP were major metabolites of
TDCIPP and TPHP, respectively, whereas TCIPP was found to undergo oxidative
dehalogenation and TCEP metabolism to bis(2-chloroethyl) phosphate (BCEP) was
minimal (Van den Eede et al., 2013a). While the metabolism pathways of OPEs are
demonstrably complex, a very limited number of studies have shown that regarding Odealkylation, diesters are the final degradation product with no monoester formation
(Sasaki et al., 1984; Su et al., 2016a; Wang et al., 2017).
The formation of hydroxylated metabolites indicates cytochrome P450 enzymes
(CYPs) are mediating the metabolism of OP triesters (Van den Eede et al., 2015). In human
liver microsomal studies, glucuronyl transferases (UGTs) or sulfotransferases (SULTs)
likely facilitate further transformation to glucuronic acid or sulfuric acid conjugates (Van
den Eede et al., 2013a). Beyond CYP enzymes that are dependent on nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) as a coenzyme, other NADPH – independent enzymes
are likely involved in OP metabolism given that in experiments lacking an NADPH
regenerating system, TPHP was still degraded to DPHP in human, Wistar Han rat, and
polar bear liver microsomes (Sasaki et al., 1984; Strobel et al., 2018a; Van den Eede et al.,
2013a). Suggested NADPH – independent enzymes include aryl esterases and
paraoxonases (Van den Eede et al., 2015; Van den Eede et al., 2013a). Hou et al. (2018)
recently reported in vitro metabolism of TNBP and TBOEP in crucian carp, using
inhibition studies to identify specific CYP450 isozymes involved in metabolism of alkyl
OPEs. CYP3A4 and CYP1A were suggested as significant contributors to the metabolism
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of TNBP and TBOEP, however knowledge of which Phase I and Phase II isoenzymes
catalyzing the metabolism of OPEs in any species is nearly nonexistent as there is little to
no data available in the current literature. Metabolism of OPEs as a class of compounds in
fish may be more complex and is poorly understood.
1.4

Adverse Effects of OPEs
The growing prevalence of OPEs in the environment increases the urgency to assess

the risk of OPEs to organisms. This class of compounds is diverse and toxicological studies
indicate that transformation and fate are structure-dependent. A variety of studies have
reported toxicological effects after exposure to OPEs at environmentally relevant
concentrations. For example, zebrafish have been used to demonstrate cardiotoxicity of
TPHP, a decrease in fecundity caused by TDCIPP and TPHP, and the ability for TDCIPP
to be transferred to offspring, resulting in developmental neurotoxicity (Du et al., 2015;
Liu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018a; Zhang et al.,
2018b). Additional adverse effects of OPE exposure include developmental toxicity
(Dasgupta et al., 2018; Dasgupta et al., 2017; Jacobsen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Oliveri
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Yan & Hales, 2018), oxidative stress (Chen et al., 2015a;
Chen et al., 2015b; Gu et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2017), thyroid disruption
(Fernie et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Preston et al., 2017), neurotoxicity
(Andresen et al., 2004; Hong et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2018; Slotkin et al.,
2017), carcinogenicity (Hoffman et al., 2017b; Ni et al., 2007; Van den Eede et al., 2013b),
endocrine disruption (Arukwe et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2015; Kojima et al., 2013; Kojima
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015), and cellular toxicity (Shen et al., 2019; Canbaz et al., 2017;
Crump et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2019; Su et al., 2014a). Additionally, non-human LD50
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values are listed in Table 1.2. Adverse effects of OP metabolites are much less
characterized. Su, et al. (2014a) found DPHP was less cytotoxic than its parent triester
TPHP but altered more transcripts in chicken embryonic hepatocytes. In 3T3-L1 cells,
DPHP enhanced lipolysis and acted as an endocrine disruptor on the regulation of
adipogenic differentiation (Cano-Sancho et al., 2017). Bis(2-butoxyethyl) hydroxyethyl
phosphate (BBOEHEP) and 3-OH-TBOEP have been shown to act as pregnane X receptor
agonists, similar to their parent compound TBOEP as well as TEHP, and TNBP (Kojima
et al., 2016). Metabolism can significantly influence the accumulation and adverse effects
of chemicals in organisms, however the transformation of OPEs and distribution of their
metabolites are still unknown. The aim of this project is to shed light on this issue with
regard to aquatic environments by investigating OPE metabolism in fish using a variety of
structurally diverse compounds to provide data for future elucidation of toxic effects.
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Table 1.2 LD50 of selected OPEs in recent reports. LD50 values are unavailable for TTBPP, DPHP,
DNBP, BBOEP, BDCIPP, and DEHP. All values are from PubChem.
Compound

Species

Administration route

LD50 (mg/kg bw)

TPHP

Mouse

Oral

1320

Rat

Oral

3800

Chicken

Oral

> 5000

Rabbit

Dermal

> 7900

Cat

Subcutaneous

100

Guinea pig

Oral

> 4000

Mouse

Intraperitoneal

100 - 200

Rat

Intraperitoneal

251.2

Guinea pig

Dermal

9700 – 19,400

Rabbit

Dermal

> 10,000

Rat

Inhalation

LC50: > 4.242 mg/L 4 hr

Hen

Oral

1500

Mouse

Oral

900

Rat

Oral

11,265

Rat

Oral

3000

Mouse

Intravenous

180

Guinea pig

Oral

3000

Rat

Dermal

> 2000

Rat

Oral

1898 - 2933

Mouse

Oral

2250

Rat

Oral

> 36,800

Rabbit

Oral

46,000

Rat

Oral

1600

Rat

Intraperitoneal

800

Rabbit

Oral

1600

Rabbit

Intraperitoneal

800

Mouse

Oral

> 1500

Mouse

Intraperitoneal

485

TNBP

TBOEP

TDCIPP

TEHP

TEP
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1.5

Thesis Objectives and Hypotheses
Due to the ubiquitous presence of OPEs worldwide, concerns are mounting

regarding the toxicokinetics (ADME) and, in particular, the transformation process and
influence on bioaccumulation and biomagnification potential of OPEs in aquatic food
webs. The production and use of flame retardant POPs such as PBDEs and HBCDD has
been globally regulated since they have been listed in 2009 and 2013, respectively, under
Annex A of the Stockholm Convention. As a consequence, OPEs have seen a significant
increase in production and use; however, current research indicates OPEs may not be a
suitable replacement for PBDEs from a toxicological standpoint. This project aims to
understand the influence of metabolism on the fate of seven diverse, environmentally
relevant triester OPEs (Figure 1.2) and provide degradation and respective metabolite
formation insights in an aquatic predatory species, rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss).
It is hypothesized that rainbow trout are comparatively different than birds and mammals
in their ability to metabolically deplete OP triesters and form OP diesters given that they
are ectotherms. Furthermore, OP triester metabolic depletion and diester formation in
rainbow trout are hypothesized to be a function of OPE structure. To test these hypotheses,
the OPEs chosen for this project are environmentally relevant and are listed as a priority
substance for risk assessment under the Government of Canada’s Chemicals Management
Plan.
The following major research questions address the objectives and hypotheses of
this thesis:
1. How does OPE structure affect rate of OP triester depletion and OP diester
formation in an in vitro rainbow trout liver microsomal system?
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2. What cross-taxa comparisons can be made regarding OPE metabolism in the
present fish model study compared to results reported for model human, avian
and mammalian in vitro studies?
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Figure 1.2 Chemical structures of all target organophosphate triesters and diesters in this thesis.
Full compound names, CAS identification numbers, molecular mass, log Kow, and water solubility
can be found in Table 1.1. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
2.1

Chemicals and Reagents
Unless specified otherwise, all purchased standards had a chemical purity ranging

between 94 and 99.8%. The following OP triester and diester standards were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada): TDCIPP, TBOEP, TPHP, TNBP, TEP,
TEHP, TTBPP (purity unknown), DNBP, and DEHP. Mass-labelled internal standards d15TDCIPP, d15-TPHP, d10-BDCIPP, d10-DPHP, and d4-BBOEP as well as OP diesters
BDCIPP and BBOEP were obtained from Dr. Belov at the Max Planck Institute for
Biophysical Chemistry (Germany). d27-TNBP was purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories (Andover, MA, USA) and d33-T4IPPP (>97% purity) was purchased from
Caledon (Georgetown, ON, Canada). All standards were prepared to concentration in
methanol. Rainbow trout microsomes (20 mg microsomal protein/mL) were obtained from
ThermoFisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). NADPH regenerating system solution A
and NADPH regenerating system solution B were purchased from VWR (Radnor, PA,
USA). Potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill,
MA, USA).

2.2

In Vitro Biotransformation Assay for OPEs
Due to the widespread presence of OPEs in plastic materials, glass materials were

used wherever possible. Glassware was heated to 450℃ for 8 hours prior to use. All in
vitro biotransformation assays followed previously published methods for rat, herring gull,
polar bear, and ringed seal liver microsomes (Chu et al., 2011; Chu & Letcher, 2015;
Greaves et al., 2016b; Strobel et al., 2018a; Strobel et al., 2018b). In brief, liver microsomes
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and NADPH regenerating solutions A and B were thawed on ice while the OP triester
dosing solution (see Figure 1.2 for names, structures, and physicochemical properties of
selected OPEs) was brought to room temperature. Potassium phosphate buffer (0.5 M, 7.4
pH) was spiked with 3 µL OP triester dosing solution (final concentration 2 µM) along
with 50 µL of NADPH regenerating solution A, 10 µL of NADPH regenerating solution B
and 50 µL of microsomes (20 mg microsomal protein / mL) for a final reaction mixture
volume of 1 mL. The 2 µM OPE dose was chosen based on Greaves et al. (2016b) where
it was determined that 2 µM was ≫ 2 × KM to ensure a zero-order metabolic reaction was
achieved and the metabolic enzyme system was saturated. One minor modification to the
approach was made regarding the temperature, where instead of incubating the assay
solutions in a water bath at 37℃, the incubation temperature was lowered to 25℃ to best
replicate a piscine environment for the rainbow trout microsomes. The assay solutions were
incubated at 25℃ for 2 minutes with a shaker set to move horizontally 2.4 cm for 176 times
per minute (80 RPM) prior to adding 50 µL of microsomes and vortexing thoroughly.
Aliquots of 100 µL were removed from the reaction mixture at designated time intervals
(0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 40, 70, and 100 minutes) and added to 400 µL of methanol containing
internal standards (25 ppb each) to quench the reaction and terminate enzymatic activity.
The solutions were capped to prevent evaporation until they were microcentrifugated in
prewashed tubes with a microcentrifugal filter (nylon 0.2 µm pore size, 500 µL capacity;
VWR, Mississauga, ON, Canada) in an Eppendorf Mini Spin Plus with an F-45-12-11 rotor
at 10,000 RPM (6 708 x g) for 5 minutes. The solutions were then transferred to UPLC
vials and stored at 4℃ for analysis with the exception of TTBPP which had an additional
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dilution step to ensure the samples stayed within the linear analytical response range. Each
TTBPP sample was diluted at a ratio of 1:1 with 100 µL of sample and 100 µL of methanol.

2.3

Quality Assurance and Control
For every OPE triester tested, 2 inter-day assays were performed in triplicate. The

following controls were run with every batch of samples: a methanol blank, a negative
control, and a positive control. The methanol blank contained all the reagents used in the
samples except for the OP triester of interest which was replaced with 3 µL of methanol.
It was consistently shown not to contain quantifiable levels of OPEs studied. Negative
controls used deactivated rainbow trout liver microsomes that had been denatured at 100℃
for 5 minutes and were otherwise treated identically to triplicate samples. This showed that
in the absence of enzymatically viable microsomes, OP triesters were not degraded.
Because of the temperature change from Chu et al. 2011, positive controls were conducted
with rainbow trout microsomes instead of Wistar Han rat microsomes. Since complete
metabolism was demonstrated for TBOEP in rainbow trout microsomes and not TDCIPP,
TBOEP was used in every positive control, consistently showing complete depletion of
TBOEP. A seven-point linear calibration curve was run with each batch (r2 was
consistently well above 0.90). Known quantities of internal standards were used to
accurately compare unknown OP triester and diester concentrations.

2.4

Determination of OP Triester Depletion and OP Diester Formation
All in vitro biotransformation assay samples were analyzed for OP triesters and

their respective diesters using a Waters Acquity ultra-high performance liquid
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chromatography (UPLC) coupled to a Waters Xevo TQ-S triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer operated in the electron spray ionization (ESI(+)) mode. Target compounds
were then separated using a Waters Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column (50 mm L x 2.1 mm
i.d., 1.7 µm particle size) (Chu et al., 2011). The mobile phase consisted of water (A) and
methanol (B) each containing 2 mM ammonium acetate. The column temperature was set
to 40℃, the samples were maintained at 20℃ and the injection volume was 5 µL. The
mobile phase flow rate was set to 0.5 mL/min and the following gradient was applied: 5%
B ramped to 95% B over 5 minutes (linear), held for 1 minute, dropped to 5% B and held
for 4 minutes, for a total run time of 10 minutes. 0.1 mM decamethonium hydroxide (a
dicationic reagent) was mixed with the mobile phase post LC separation with a “T”
connector at a flow rate of 10 µL/min. Instrument operation parameters for ESI (+) were
as follows: capillary voltage: 0.5 kV; desolvation temperature: 600℃; desolvation gas flow
rate: 800 L/hr; cone gas flow rate: 150 L/hr.
Compound identification was based on retention times compared to authentic
standards and their characteristic mass transitions observed by multiple reaction
monitoring. For every set of samples, a seven-point calibration curve was performed to
ensure linearity of response and to allow for quantification. Quantification was
accomplished with MassLynx (Waters, 2014) and additional details regarding UPLC
analysis, including all monitored transitions can be found in Table 2.1.

2.4.1

Determination of TTBPP Depletion
Quantification of TTBPP (Figure 1.2) depletion and formation of the diester DPHP

was conducted using a Waters Acquity ultra-high performance liquid chromatography
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(UPLC) coupled to a Waters Xevo TQ-S triple quadrupole mass spectrometer operated in
the electron spray ionization (ESI(+)) mode. Target compounds were then separated using
a Waters Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column (50 mm L x 2.1 mm i.d., 1.7 µm particle size)
(Chu et al., 2011). The mobile phase consisted of water (A) and methanol (B) each
containing 2 mM ammonium acetate. The column temperature was set to 40℃, the samples
were maintained at 20℃ and the injection volume was 10 µL. The instrument operation
parameters for ESI (+) were as follows: capillary voltage: 1.0 kV; desolvation temperature:
600℃; source temperature: 150℃; desolvation gas flow rate: 800 L/hr; cone gas flow rate:
150 L/hr. The mobile phase flow rate was set to 0.5 mL/min and the following gradient
was applied: 5% B ramped to 95% B over 5 minutes, held for 2 minutes, dropped to 5% B
and held for 5 minutes, for a total run time of 12 minutes.
Compound identification was based on retention times compared to authentic
standards and their characteristic mass transitions observed by multiple reaction
monitoring. For every set of samples, a seven-point calibration curve was performed to
ensure linearity of response and to allow for quantification. Quantification was
accomplished with MassLynx (Waters, 2014) and additional details regarding UPLC
analysis, including all monitored transitions can be found in Table 2.1.

2.5

Data Analysis
All statistical analysis was done using Prism Version 8.0c GraphPad (GraphPad

Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Analyte concentrations were determined from the UPLC
where peaks were automatically integrated and adjusted based on the internal standard
concentration. The concentrations were then converted from ppb to nmol/L and adjusted
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to previous dilutions. For TDCIPP, TBOEP, TPHP, TNBP, TEP, and TEHP time-course
nonlinear regressions were plotted using the one phase decay or one phase association and
least squares fit functions. TTBPP was plotted using a linear regressions and least squares
fit function. Shapiro-Wilk and D’Agostino & Pearson tests were used to determine whether
parametric (ANOVA) or non-parametric (Friedman) tests would be used to determine the
level of significance at each time point compared to the initial concentration measured at
1 minute and the Brown-Forsythe test was used to test homogeneity of variance. The
acceptable level of significance was p < 0.05. ANOVA was paired with Dunnett’s multiple
comparisons test and Friedman non-parametric was paired with Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test.
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Table 2.1. Operating parameters of MS/MS for in vitro analysis including the multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) transitions and mass-labelled internal standards.
Compound

Dwell (s)

Cone (V)

TDCIPP

MRM
Transition
430.90>99.00

42

Collision
(eV)
26

Internal
Standard
d15-TDCIPP

0.009

d15-TDCIPP

446.00>102.00

0.009

42

26

N/A

BDCIPP

577.20>243.30

0.009

53

30

d10-BDCIPP

d10-BDCIPP

587.30>243.30

0.009

53

30

N/A

TBOEP

399.00>199.00

0.009

35

15

d15-TDCIPP

BBOEP

555.50>243.30

0.009

43

25

d4-BBOEP

d4-BBOEP

559.50>243.30

0.009

43

25

N/A

TPHP

327.10>77.10

0.009

100

40

d15-TPHP

d15-TPHP

342.20>82.00

0.009

100

40

N/A

DPHP

507.30>243.30

0.009

42

28

d10-DPHP

d10-DPHP

517.40>243.30

0.009

42

28

N/A

TNBP

267.10>99.00

0.009

35

20

d27-TNBP

d27-TNBP
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Chapter 3: Results and Discussion
3.1

In vitro OP Triester Metabolism and OP Diester Formation
To investigate the effects of OPE structure on in vitro metabolism, a suite of seven

OPEs were chosen to represent a varied range of structures and physicochemical properties.
The selected OPEs have been consistently detected in the environment and to a lesser
degree in biota, making them an environmentally relevant choice for study. Additionally,
previous in vitro studies with these OPEs in polar bear, ringed seal, herring gull, and
crucian carp allow for cross-taxa comparison between avian, mammalian, and piscine
models (Greaves et al., 2016b; Hou et al., 2018; Strobel et al., 2018a)
Given the procedural changes from Chu et al. (2011) to maintain optimal
temperature conditions for fish microsomes, TBOEP was used in the positive control
instead of TDCIPP for each batch. TBOEP was consistently depleted completely in the
positive controls during the 100 minute incubation period. Negative controls were also run
with each assay with deactivated rainbow trout microsomes and demonstrated no aqueous
depletion. The resulting OP triester depletion and OP diester formation in rainbow trout
microsomes occurred at varying degrees, indicating structure – specific metabolic
differences in in vitro rainbow trout microsomes (Figure 3.1). Rapid and complete
depletion of TBOEP was observed in rainbow trout microsomes whereas TNBP and TEHP
showed slow and incomplete depletion. TTBPP showed minimal depletion and TPHP,
TDCIPP, and TEP were not depleted. These trends are similar to those reported previously
in ringed seal, which used a comparable assay (Strobel et al., 2018a; Strobel et al., 2018b).
In general, both ringed seal and rainbow trout microsomes metabolized OPEs less rapidly
than herring gull and polar bear microsomes.
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As with previous metabolism studies, non-halogenated OPEs (TBOEP and TNBP)
were metabolized more rapidly and completely than OPEs with chlorinated or aryl
moieties, with the exception of TEP which showed no depletion across all species studied
thus far. Hou et al. (2018) recently characterized in vitro metabolism of TBOEP and TNBP
in crucian carp liver microsomes, similarly finding that TBOEP and TNBP were rapidly
metabolized during a 200 minute incubation period. Steric hindrance and polarity likely
affect metabolism and these results indicate the importance of considering OPEs
individually from a toxicity assessment standpoint as there is such variance among even a
small grouping of OPEs.
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Figure 3.1 In vitro metabolic depletion of OP triesters (solid line and solid symbols) and formation
of OP diesters (dashed line and open symbols) over a 100 minute assay with rainbow trout
microsomes. Every data point is the mean of triplicate assays (n = 3) conducted on n = 2 days for
a total of n = 6 replicates. Error bars represent the ± SEM and are omitted where the error bar is
shorter than the size of the symbol. The time points when OP triester depletion or OP diester
formation significantly differ (p < 0.05) from the concentration at one minute are denoted with an
asterisk. The concentration at 1 minute was used instead of the concentration at 0 minutes because
it better reflected the dosed concentration.

As demonstrated in Figure 3.1, some OP diester formation occurred, however
conversion percentages of OP triester to OP diester were low (Table 3.1). The mass
balances suggest that, except for TDCIPP, OP diester formation represents only a portion
of converted OP triester in rainbow trout and other metabolites are likely present. While
depletion of TBOEP was complete, BBOEP formation was low at 7.4%. TNBP was not
depleted as completely or rapidly as TBOEP, and minimal diester was formed (2.7%)
during the 100 minute incubation period. The in vitro depletion of TBOEP and TNBP and
minor formation of their respective diesters, BBOEP and DNBP, in rainbow trout was
similarly reported for crucian carp liver microsomes.
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Table 3.1 Organophosphate (OP) triester depletion and OP diester formation in metabolism assays
with rainbow trout liver microsomes. Administered concentration of each OP triester was 2 µM.
Names and abbreviations of the OP triesters and OP diesters can be found in Table 1.1.

OP Triester or
Diester
TDCIPP

OP Triester
Depletion
(nmol)a
141.1

BDCIPP
TBOEP

304.7
2139.7

BBOEP
TNBP

159.1
768.9

DNBP
TPHP

20.8
-69.0

DPHP
TEHP

88.81
1022.5

DEHP
TTBPP
DPHP

OP Diester
Formation
(nmol)b

-7.9
709.3
0

% Conversionc
–d
7.4
2.7
0
0
0

a

Concentration measured at 1 minute minus what remained at 100 minutes
Concentration quantified at 100 minutes
c
% conversion = (OP diester formed) / (OP triester depleted) x 100 %
d
% conversion of TDCIPP was not listed since there was no degradation trend in the parent
TDCIPP
b

Using an in vitro microsomal assay, Hou et al. (2018) reported that only 7.1% of TBOEP
was converted to BBOEP and 12.9% of TNBP was converted to DNBP in crucian carp
liver microsomes. Hydroxylated metabolites were predominant, with 43.4% of TBOEP
converted to BBOEHEP and 25.7% converted to 3-OH-TBOEP. Similarly, 43.1% of
TNBP was converted to the hydroxylated form 3-OH-TNBP. Formation of hydroxylated
metabolites of TBOEP and TNBP have also been documented in Chinese rare minnow,
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zebrafish, and human liver microsomes (Hou et al., 2019; Van den Eede et al., 2013a;
Wang et al., 2017).
The in vitro rate of TPHP depletion and percent conversion to diester varied among
species. Both herring gull and polar bear liver microsomes completely depleted TPHP in a
100 minute assay, however 97% of TPHP was converted to DPHP in polar bear whereas
only 15% was converted to DPHP in herring gull (Greaves et al., 2016b; Strobel et al.,
2018a). Ringed seal showed slow and incomplete depletion with 60% conversion to DPHP
and human liver microsomes had 41% of TPHP clearance by the end of the 60 minute
incubation where DPHP was formed as 22% of the metabolites (Strobel et al., 2018a; Van
den Eede et al., 2013a). This project showed no depletion of TPHP in rainbow trout.
Hydroxylated forms of TPHP have been identified as major metabolites in chicken
embryonic hepatocytes and human liver microsomes (Su et al., 2015b; Van den Eede et al.,
2013a). In an uptake and depuration study of rainbow trout exposed to TPHP, the liver
accumulated the highest residues of TPHP and also exhibited the fastest rate of decrease in
concentration during a depuration period (Muir et al., 1980). The authors suggested TPHP
metabolism based on the rapid clearance from the liver, however no metabolism was
detected in this project. It is possible that TPHP metabolism in rainbow trout may be due
to enzymes not present in the microsomal fraction. Branchial elimination and intestinal
metabolism have been implicated as contributors to biotransformation of other
hydrophobic

compounds

in

rainbow

trout

including

2-ethylhexyl

phthalate,

pentachloroethane, and multiple PCBs (Barron et al., 1989; Fitzsimmons et al., 2001).
TTBPP, an alkyl-substituted analogue of TPHP, had minimal metabolism, with no
detectable formation of DPHP. Interestingly, while no TPHP depletion was detected, 709.3
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nmol of TTBPP were depleted. The addition of bulky tert-butyl groups on the phenyl rings
should increase steric hindrance, leading to a hypothesis that the rate of TTBPP metabolism
would be less than the rate of TPHP metabolism. It is possible the additional alkyl groups
increased the hydrophobicity of TTBPP, leading to adsorption on glassware and an
apparent loss of parent compound (Su et al., 2016a).
In vitro metabolism studies on TEHP are limited. The data that do exist tell a similar
story to what is reported here, where TEHP was depleted but no DEHP was detected.
Compared to ringed seal and polar bear data, rainbow trout microsomes depleted the most
TEHP, around half of the original dosed amount (1,022.5 nmol) whereas ringed seal
depleted 226 nmol and polar bear depleted 186 nmol (Strobel et al., 2018a).
Of all the OPEs in this project, TDCIPP was the only OPE to have more diester
produced than triester depleted. Herring gull (90% conversion), polar bear (198%
conversion), ringed seal (276% conversion), and now rainbow trout (216% conversion)
give an indication that the OP diester BDCIPP is the major metabolite for TDCIPP
(Greaves et al., 2016b; Strobel et al., 2018a). In vivo exposure of zebrafish to TDCIPP
further supports this where high levels of BDCIPP was detected in the intestine, liver, and
gills, indicating complete transformation of TDCIPP to BDCIPP (Wang et al., 2017).
Strobel et al. (2018a) has suggested that additional diester produced may be due to
endogenous levels of liver OP triester or diester.
Such low percent conversion suggests that there are alternative metabolic pathways
in rainbow trout that are responsible for the metabolism of OP triesters. NADPH-dependent
phase I enzymes have been implicated in the formation of OP diesters, specifically CYP450
enzymes (Hou et al., 2018; Lindström-Seppä et al., 1981; Van den Eede et al., 2013a). In
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addition to this, recent studies have reported depletion of TPHP and formation of DPHP in
the absence of NADPH (Strobel et al., 2018a; Van den Eede et al., 2013a). Depletion of
TPHP with no NADPH present varied among species, indicating the contribution of
NADPH-independent enzymes in metabolism of TPHP varies and is species-specific.
In an uptake and bioaccumulation study of TPHP in rainbow trout, Muir et al.
(1980) suggested TPHP metabolism occurred based on rapid clearance from the liver
during the depuration phase of an uptake and depuration experiment. However, this project
detected no metabolism of TPHP in rainbow trout microsomes. In vivo experiments
exposing goldfish (Casassius auratus), killifish (Oryzias latipes), and zebrafish to TPHP
demonstrated species-specific differences in TPHP metabolism where intensive
biotransformation occurred in zebrafish and killifish but was very low in goldfish (Sasaki
et al., 1981; Wang et al., 2016). Previous studies have identified extrahepatic metabolic
activities in both the gills and intestine of rainbow trout, and this latter metabolism can
limit the bioavailability of compounds ingested orally (Kleinow et al., 1998; LindströmSeppä et al., 1981; Van Veld et al., 1988). Hou et al. (2018) used intestinal microsomes to
investigate in vitro metabolism of TNBP and TBOEP in crucian carp. They detected no
significant metabolism of both TNBP and TBOEP, which they suggested was due to lower
levels of CYP450 enzymes in intestinal microsomes. However, they concluded their
findings cannot be extended to aryl OPEs considering that TPHP is able to be hydrolyzed
by serum hydrolases (Van Den Eede et al. 2016b). It is possible that TPHP and other aryl
OPEs display metabolism kinetics in the intestine that are distinct and more active than
alkyl OPEs.
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In addition to intestinal metabolism, rainbow trout are capable of some branchial
metabolism (Barron et al., 1989; Fitzsimmons et al., 2001; Leguen et al., 2000). The role
of the gills in accumulation and transformation of OPEs appears to vary among species.
Zebrafish exposed to TPHP, TNBP, and TBOEP had detectable levels of metabolites in
the gills that were higher than expected on the basis of their lipid contents (Wang et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2016) whereas crucian carp exposed to TNBP and TBOEP had low
levels of metabolites but detectable levels of the OP triester parents in the gills (Hou et al.,
2019). As the first point of contact for water-borne contaminants, branchial elimination of
hydrophobic compounds is important to consider in xenobiotic biotransformation given
that presystemic branchial metabolism has been implicated in the elimination of
hydrophobic compounds in rainbow trout (Barron et al., 1989; Fitzsimmons et al., 2001).
OPE metabolism in rainbow trout is further compounded by the lack of knowledge
regarding the complexity of fish CYP450 enzymes. The function of CYP450 enzymes
outside of mammalian systems are not as well understood and is commonly extrapolated
from mammalian data. While amino acid sequences may be similar across species, function
may vary. In an assessment of CYPs with rainbow trout and killifish, common CYP
inducers in mammals such as dexamethasone, pregnenolone-16α-carbonitrile, rifampicin,
and fluoxetine are not CYP inducers in rainbow trout, indicating metabolic differences
between mammals and fish that should be considered further (Connors et al., 2013; Smith
& Wilson, 2010). Additionally, the genome of rainbow trout is particularly complex.
Rainbow trout have been shown to possess more aryl hydrocarbon receptor genes as well
as more CYP genes than other fish species, likely a result of tetraploidization during the
evolution of the salmonid family (Jönsson et al., 2010). The identification of CYP genes in
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rainbow trout is still an ongoing process, though the potential effect of these additional
CYP genes is still unknown.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Future Directions
4.1

Conclusions
The overall goal of this thesis was to utilize an in vitro microsomal based

metabolism assay to determine the biotransformation of seven OPEs in rainbow trout as a
fish model system. The OPEs were selected for this project based on environmental
relevance, variance in structure to represent alkyl, aryl, and chlorinated OPEs, as well as
the presence of a validated and robust analytical method for quantification of parent
triesters and their metabolite diesters (Chu et al., 2011; Chu & Letcher, 2015).
The in vitro assay was successfully modified to facilitate the use of commercially
available rainbow trout microsomes. In general, the OP triester depletion and OP diester
formation demonstrated slower OPE metabolism in rainbow trout than what was previously
reported for herring gull, ringed seal, and polar bear liver microsomes (Greaves et al.,
2016b; Strobel et al., 2018a). A significant factor in the fate of OP triesters is metabolism.
In mammalian and avian species, rapid metabolism provided an explanation for the
phenomenon of high OPE concentrations in environmental matrices with low OPE tissue
residue levels. The degree to which fish are able to metabolize OPEs varies with species
and as such, it is possible that compounds not metabolized well by rainbow trout are being
transformed lower on the food chain or by other metabolically active tissues such as the
intestine or gills (Hou et al., 2018, 2019; Lindström-Seppä et al., 1981; Sasaki et al., 1981;
Wang et al., 2017). Rapid metabolism may play a lesser role in the fate of aryl and
chlorinated OPEs in a piscine context, leading to a potential to bioaccumulate.
As evidenced from this research and prior studies, the structure of OP triesters
influences the rate and extent of metabolism. TNBP and TBOEP have been shown to
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consistently undergo metabolism in rat, herring gull, polar bear, ringed seal, crucian carp,
and now rainbow trout liver microsomes, whereas halogenated (TDCIPP) and aryl (TPHP)
OPEs have much more variety in the extent to which metabolism occurs (Greaves et al.,
2016b; Hou et al., 2018; Sasaki et al., 1984; Strobel et al., 2018a). The degree to which
metabolism is influenced by specific species metabolic capabilities and OPE structure is
complex and needs to be further investigated.

4.2

Future Directions
1) Some efforts have been made to identify enzymes responsible for OPE metabolism.
Exposure to OPEs in zebrafish and chicken embryos induced up-regulation of
multiple cytochrome P450 enzymes, and more recently, CYP1A, CYP2D6, and
CYP3A4 have been identified in crucian carp metabolizing TNBP and TBOEP
(Farhat et al., 2013; Hou et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2012). Cytochrome P450 enzymes
are a diverse and broad class of enzymes and fish isoforms are not as well
understood as mammalian or avian isoforms (Burkina et al., 2017). Further
inhibition studies should be performed to further elucidate CYP450 enzymes
involved in OPE metabolism. Additionally, the discovery that NADPHindependent enzymes can contribute to OPE metabolism means further work
should be done to explicitly identify these enzymes. A better understanding of
enzymes facilitating OPE metabolism can improve predictions on the fate of
chemicals that are structurally similar and build toward an understanding of the
mechanisms behind OPE metabolism.
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2) OP diesters and a variety of hydroxylated compounds have been identified as
metabolites of OPEs in multiple species including humans; however, the mass
balance in this study show that there are metabolites yet to be identified.
Additionally, using a microsomal assay means phase II metabolism was not
addressed in this project. The use of non-targeted analysis with high resolution mass
spectrometry can be used to identify more transformation products. Further studies
using non-targeted analysis y is required to explicitly identify all phase I and phase
II metabolites. Identification of metabolites can support biomonitoring efforts.
Some metabolites can be formed by an assortment of OPEs, such as DPHP which
is a metabolite of TPHP, 2-ethylhexyl diphenyl phosphate (EHDPP), and resorcinol
bis(diphenyl phosphate) (RDP), making DPHP an ill-advised choice as a biomarker
since the parent OPE would not be able to be determined (Ballesteros-Gómez et al.,
2015; Muir & Grift, 1981). Conversely, OPEs that are not extensively metabolized
would make an appropriate choice for biomonitoring (e.g. TEP, TTBPP).
3) There is a paucity of data on the toxicity of OPE metabolites. Given the diversity
seen in metabolism of OPEs in mammalian, avian, and piscine models, OP
metabolites may be more pervasive in the environment than what was previously
thought. There is a need for knowledge of the biological elimination of metabolites
as compounds that are poorly eliminated may bioaccumulate and have toxic effects.
4) The use of rainbow trout liver microsomes provided useful information on phase I
metabolism of OP triesters and a logical next step is to use hepatocytes to identify
phase I and phase II metabolites. Further, while the liver is a solid start for
discerning OPE metabolism, other cellular compartments should not be ignored,
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especially in fish where branchial and intestinal metabolism have been documented
(Fitzsimmons et al., 2001; Lindström-Seppä et al., 1981). With the identification of
phase I and phase II metabolites in rainbow trout, in vivo work with rainbow trout
could be done. Not only would this allow for a whole-body understanding the
ADME of OPEs in fish, it would be an opportunity to investigate factors that impact
metabolic and physiological processes in fish such as body size, sexual maturity,
gender, and water temperature (Fitzsimmons et al., 2018).
5) OPE metabolism thus far has focused on species at higher trophic levels. With the
discovery of minimal metabolism of multiple OPEs in rainbow trout, it would be
interesting to see how successful prey fish are at metabolizing OPEs.
Biotransformation rates for the same chemical may vary substantially within and
among species (Fitzsimmons et al., 2018), so it is possible that in a piscine context,
OPEs are not reaching high trophic levels through dietary means because they are
efficiently metabolized by prey fish lower in the food web. Furthermore, OPE
metabolism has been studied in organisms that spend all (fish, ringed seal) or a
significant portion of their lives (polar bear, herring gull) in or around water. Given
recent reports of insects living near an e-waste recycling facility having detectable
levels of OPEs (Poma et al., 2019), OPE metabolism in terrestrial feeding species
should be addressed. The comparison of OPE metabolism in raptors
(Accipitriformes) and songbirds (Passeriformes) could add to the weight of
evidence for the fate of OPEs and broaden the scope regarding how OPEs are
transformed in a biotic context.
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